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G4S CANADA
PROTECTING PATIENTS, FACILITIES & STAFF
The rapidly-changing dynamics of the healthcare system are creating new and unique security
challenges. Hospitals and healthcare facilities are some of the most active public places in Canada, and include highvalue equipment, accessibility to drugs, many entrances and ease of movement around the building and premises.
The challenges of protecting patients, employees and property while maintaining privacy and continuity of care in an
open environment demand a partner with the experience and ability to create customized security programs that fit
unique budgets, layouts, and security needs.
G4S is Canada’s leading security solutions company, offering integrated security services to clients in a wide range
of industries. For our clients in the healthcare sector, we have developed an exclusive package of service offerings
that fully integrates all aspects of the security program, including security personnel services with highly-specialized,
sector-specific training and customized secure technology solutions.
We are proud to be a Canadian company servicing the security needs of Canadian institutions and the Canadian
public. We work with thousands of clients across the country, and are the employer of choice for security
professionals in Canada.
With G4S Canada as your security partner, you can rest assured that we will deliver a full, end-to-end security
solution that meets your specific needs. We provide hospital and healthcare facilities across the country with
integrated security systems, technology and services to support facilities, mitigate risk and safety concerns, and
maintain compliance within a caring and supportive environment.
Let us help you to see the opportunities that exist in the challenge of securing your world.
www.g4s.ca
1-888-717-4447
solutions@ca.g4s.com
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The rapidly changing dynamics of healthcare facilities are creating ne
experienced and prepared security compan
Security Personnel
The Tier 1 Patient Care Specialist can be deployed
across a broad spectrum of basic patient care
environments, and is trained in Patient Watch /
Constant Observation, Infection and Access
Control Support.
The Tier 2 Healthcare Professional undergoes
additional training and achieves professional
designations through the International Association
of Healthcare Security & Safety (IAHSS) to
prepare for today’s evolving healthcare
environments.
The Tier 3 High-Risk Officer (HRO), normally
positioned in mental health or emergency settings,
provides a proven program that reduces the
number and risk of violent incidents.
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Secure Technology Solutions
G4S understands the unique technology needs
of the healthcare sector. We work with leading
manufacturers to provide cost-effective, reliable
and scalable solutions that secure patients, staff
and essential supplies. Our service solutions for
our healthcare clients include:









Nurse call alert
Resident/patient locator and supervision
IP-based intercom or video/intercom
Access control
ID badges
Drug control
IP-based video systems
Vehicle/pedestrian management
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Risk Consultancy
G4S is trusted by a number of the country’s
leading organizations to provide expertise and
consultancy advice in a variety of fields. We
offer world-class solutions to match evolving
requirements, particularly in environments, such
as healthcare, that are complex or sensitive. By
working closely with our clients to understand
their goals and security needs, we can enable them
to operate confidently and securely.
We employ a uniquely credentialed, experienced
and multi-disciplinary team of risk consultants who
understand the pressures their clients face and are
committed to working in partnership to devise
and implement effective solutions to their complex
security issues and risks. Our services include:







Intelligence advisory services
Risk assessments and security audits
Threat and risk mitigation
Business resilience
Travel risk management
Crisis management and response
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